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A/PI DVRP’s Mission
Address, prevent, and end domestic 
violence and sexual assault in 
Asian/Pacific Islander communities 
while empowering survivors to 
rebuild their lives after abuse.

Strive to make culturally-specific 
resources more accessible to 
survivors.

ASIAN/PACIFIC 
ISLANDER DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE RESOURCE 
PROJECT 

(A/PI DVRP)



DEFINITION: 
PATTERN OF ABUSIVE BEHAVIORS USED 
TO GAIN POWER AND CONTROL OVER A 
DATING PARTNER, SPOUSE, OR RELATIVE

WHAT IS DOMESTIC 
AND SEXUAL 

VIOLENCE?



DEFINITION: the 
blanket-perception that a 
certain demographic is 
more likely to be affluent, 
educated, and successful

WHAT IS THE 
MODEL 

MINORITY 
MYTH



“Myth” for a reason

The Myth is damaging

• We see that the model minority is a myth when 
we disaggregate data

• The model minority myth plays out as a wedge 
issue that pegs APIs against other racial 
minorities and deemphasizes the issues the 
API community faces.

• Asians are an afterthought when it comes to 
providing resources for issues like domestic 
and sexual violence.

Monolithic representation
• Asians in America are portrayed as a monolith 

and often are referred to as the model minority 

group

THE MODEL 
MINORITY 
MYTH IS A 
BARRIER 
FOR API 

SURVIVORS



•Asian immigration now exceeds Latinx 
immigration

•South and East Asians constituted 1.4 of 
the 10.5 million undocumented immigrants 
entering U.S. from 2012 to 2017

•Domestic violence is prevalent in Asian 
immigrant communities

DEFYING 
MISCONCEPTIONS 

ABOUT ASIAN 
IMMIGRATION

Source: Pew Research Center (“Facts on U.S. Immigrants, 2017”; “Mexicans Decline 
to Less than Half the U.S. Unauthorized Immigrant Population for the First Time.”)



Western stereotypes of A/PI 
female submissiveness

Threat of arrest and deportation 
by law enforcement (ICE)

Services nonexistent or 
inaccessible to A/PI immigrants

Lack language translation, legal 
services, housing options, career 
counseling, emotional support

BARRIERS TO 
SEEKING HELP 
AMONG A/PI 
IMMIGRANT 
SURVIVORS



SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE



BARRIERS TO 
SEEKING HELP 
AS LGBTQ API 
SURVIVORS

• No clear definition or framework of domestic 

violence in an LGBTQ relationship
• The threat of being “outed” traps a survivor 

in an abusive relationship

• Lack of LGBTQ-specific services

• Dismissal from law enforcement officers

• Homophobic agencies





ISLAMOPHOBIA

perception violenceethnicityoutfit



ISLAMOPHOBIA 
& DOMESTIC ABUSE

Abuse from:
➢ Partner
➢ Shelter/Counselor
➢ Religion/Community
➢ Self



CONCLUSION

● API survivors face specific 
barriers in accessing 
resources due to prejudices 
stemming from the model 
minority myth, immigration 
status, sexual orientation, 
religion & ethnicity

● It is important to provide 
relevant and inclusive 
services that cater to the 
needs of survivors



Survivor 
Services 
Program

Community 
Outreach 
Program

Training and 
Technical 

Assistance 
Program



Skills We Applied & Acquired

Partner with community-oriented organizations like the DVRP to 
complete deliverables that will further their mission

Understand the intersectionality of issues within the API 
community, highlight key resource centers

Conduct academic research, author a researched report, 
synthesize conclusions into a presentation, and publish articles

Collaborate in a CAP team to research, draft, and edit our 
scholarly articles
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